Traditional two-microphone noise reduction algorithms to deal with highly nonstationary directional noises generally use the direction of arrival or phase difference information. The performance of these algorithms deteriorate when diffuse noises coexist with nonstationary directional noises in realistic adverse environments. In this paper, we present a two-channel noise reduction algorithm using a spatial information-based speech estimator and a spatial-information-controlled soft-decision noise estimator to improve the noise reduction performance in realistic nonstationary noisy environments. A target presence probability estimator based on Bayes rules using both phase difference and magnitude squared coherence is proposed for soft-decision of noise estimation, so that they can share complementary advantages when both directional noises and diffuse noises are present. Performances of the proposed two-microphone noise reduction algorithm are evaluated by noise reduction, log-spectral distance (LSD) and word recognition rate (WRR) of a distant-talking ASR system in a real room's noisy environment. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm achieves better noises suppression without further distorting the desired signal components over the comparative dual-channel noise reduction algorithms. key words: microphone array, phase difference, magnitude squared coherence, spectral amplitude estimator
Introduction
As an effective way of increasing the speech quality and improving the performance of speech communication and automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems in complicated noisy conditions, speech enhancement in realistic adverse nonstationary noisy environments has been studied for several decades and is currently still a challenging research topic [1] , [2] . For single-channel speech enhancement, Ephraim and Malah derived a well-known estimator which minimizes the mean-square error of the shortterm log-spectral amplitude (MMSE-LSA) [3] . Cohen and Berdugo proposed an algorithm which achieved a further improvement of the MMSE-LSA estimator in nonstationary noisy environment based on a two-state model [4] . However, it is ineffective at attenuating interfering speech components, since it is not able to differentiate such components Manuscript from the target speech components. Compared with single-channel speech enhancement techniques, multi-channel techniques have been demonstrated the great potential in suppressing noise signals and enhancing speech quality using the spatial information of signals and acoustical environments. Among them, two-microphone noise reduction has attracted more attention recently for mobile headsets, hearing aids, or other compact distant-talking speech recognition applications because of their low-cost implementation and acceptable performance. Numerous dual-channel algorithms have already been proposed, such as the adaptive-based method [5] , the subtractive-beamformer-based method [6] , [7] , the coherence-based method [8] - [14] , the power level difference-based method [15] - [18] , and the phase-based method [19] - [21] .
Among these algorithms, the two-channel phase-based method is a simple and effective way for speech enhancement. Aarabi and Shi [19] , [22] proposed a phase errorbased time-frequency (T-F) mask filter for dual-channel speech enhancement and showed improvements of both signal to noise ratio (SNR) and recognition rates over noisy mixture signals. In [20] , phase difference obtained in the frequency domain was used for signal separation and showed improvements of speech recognition accuracy. And in [21] , Kim et al. proposed a dual-channel noise reduction method which incorporated phase difference between channels into the conventional MMSE spectral amplitude estimator. It was shown to give significant directional noise reduction performance. However, in the real environment, there are both directional noises and diffuse noises in most cases. The above three phase-based algorithms share the same problem: phase difference spectrum tends to be noisy on the frequency-phase difference plane due to the influence of diffuse noise components [23] , [24] , which further affects the performance of phase error-based T-F mask filter in [19] and phase-difference-based binary mask estimation in [20] and noise reduction gain function in [21] . Besides, in [20] , [21] phase difference-based detector is used directly in the noise reduction gain function, which makes the algorithm sensitive to the error of the phase difference-based detector and introduce some speech distortion when both directional and diffuse noises are present. To alleviate these problems, complementary information and indirect method to use spatial information should be taken into account.
As for complementary information, magnitude squared
Copyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers coherence (MSC) is important spatial information of microphone array which has been used for characterizing the noise field [2] , voice activity detection [9] , noise reduction [10] and dereverberation [25] , [26] . The MSC of two microphones exhibits a higher peak value if there is target speech signal and lower value of spatially uncorrelated (or slightly correlated) noises in each frequency bin, so it shows good target detection performance in diffuse noise field [9] . On the contrary, phase difference based detector shows good performance in the coherent noise field, but deteriorates in the diffuse noise field. When both directional noises and diffuse noises are present, the contributions of these two kinds of spatial information are complementary and synergistic. Using Bayes detection rules, a target presence probability estimator based on the phase difference and magnitude squared coherence to distinguish signals coming from the desired and undesired directions in each frequency bin is proposed in this paper for soft-decision.
As for the indirect method to use spatial information, a two-channel noise estimation using spatial information is considered in this paper to construct the noise reduction gain function. The state-of-the-art time-recursive averaging noise estimation algorithms are based on the observation that speech signal is sparse in time-frequency domain and the noise signal typically has a non-uniform effect on the spectrum of speech. Among them, soft-decision method and the Minima-Controlled Recursive Averaging (MCRA) based methods are formulated using a Bayes detection theory framework [27] - [29] . Both of these noise estimation methods have a drawback that they can't track interfering speech components, because they are not able to differentiate such components from the target speech components. For MCRA based algorithms, another common drawback is the delay caused by searching the local minimum with a big window. Especially when a sudden rise of noise signal occurs, the lags behind noise will be manifest. For twochannel noise estimation, blocking matrix, which was originally used in generalized sidelobe canceller [30] is used for noise estimation in [7] , [21] . However, these methods suffer from the problem of speech leakage. The blocking matrix which is implemented by subtracting between observed signals of the two sensors highly possibly leaks the target signal because of the steering vector error, reverberation and array imperfection in the realistic environment [2] , and this will cause noise over-estimation and speech distortion. Furthermore, the direction of arrival-based compensation method in [7] and phase difference-based compensation method in [21] for the blocking matrix output are sensitive to the diffuse noise components in realistic room environment.
In the present paper, we consider the problem of noise reduction when both directional nonstationary noises and diffuse noises coexist in realistic environment. Instead of using blocking matrix output for noise estimation, we use spatial information-based target presence probability for softdecision of noise estimation. Phase difference represents the direction of arrival information of signals and the magnitude squared coherence represents the acoustical noise field information. In order to use these spatial information of signals and acoustical environments to improve the spectral amplitude estimation when both directional noises and diffuse noises are present, we propose a spatial informationbased speech estimator and a spatial-information-controlled soft-decision noise spectrum estimator. A target presence probability estimator based on Bayes rules using both phase difference and MSC is proposed for soft decision, so that they can share complementary advantages. Both timefrequency and spatial domain information is used to improve the performance of traditional spectral amplitude estimation when both highly nonstationary directional noises and diffuse noises are present. The block diagram of the proposed two-microphone noise reduction algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 , which mainly consists of three parts: a spatial information-based two-channel noise reduction gain function, a spatial information controlled soft-decision noise estimator and a target presence probability estimator for softdecision.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the signal model. In Sect. 3, we introduce the proposed two-channel noise reduction algorithm. In Sect. 4, the proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared with other methods. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.
Signal Model
Consider in a noisy environment, both directional and diffuse noises are present. Two microphones are positioned in front of the target speaker with the inter-element spacing of d for noise reduction, as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that the target speech is at the broadside.
We model the signals received by two microphones in Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) domain as follows:
where k is the frequency bin index, l is the time frame index. Two kinds of spatial information are used in this paper: the phase difference ΔΨ(k, l) between two channels is defined:
and is constrained to be in the range [−π, π] after phase unwarpping operation. ∠X 1 (k, l) and ∠X 2 (k, l) are the phase of X 1 (k, l) and X 2 (k, l) respectively. The MSC of two microphones is defined as follows:
where φ X 1 X 2 (k, l) is the cross-spectral density between two channels, φ X 1 X 1 (k, l) and φ X 2 X 2 (k, l) are the auto-spectral densities.
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Dual-Channel Noise Reduction Gain Function
Denote A = |S (k, l)| as the clean speech spectral amplitude, andÂ as its estimate. The gain function of LSA estimator [1] which minimizes E{(log A − logÂ) 2 } can be written as
is the a priori and a posterior SNR respectively. X denotes the averaged two channel observed spectral components. λ s (k, l) and λ n (k, l) are the short-term spectrum of speech and noise signals in frame l and frequency bin k respectively. The a priori SNR is estimated using the "decisiondirected"method [31] . The gain function can be simplified by a function of a priori SNR and a posterior SNR [27] , so the LSA estimator can be written as follows:
Phase difference ΔΨ represents the direction of arrival information of signals and the magnitude squared coherence Γ represents the acoustical noise field information. In order to use the spatial information of signals and acoustical environments to improve the performance of traditional spectral amplitude estimator when both directional noises and diffuse noises are present. We derive a dual channel logspectral amplitude estimator based on spatial information using both phase difference ΔΨ and magnitude squared coherence Γ, so that they can benefit complementary advantages. Without loss of generality we omit k and l in the following equations for simplicity.
The a priori and a posteriori SNRs are mainly dependent on the dual-channel noise spectrum estimation which will be described in 3.2.
Dual-Channel Noise PSD Estimation Based on Spatial Information
The state-of-the-art time-recursive averaging noise estimation algorithms are based on the observation that speech signal is sparse in time-frequency domain and the noise signal typically has a non-uniform effect on the spectrum of speech. In order to use these spatial information of signals and acoustical environments to improve the noise spectrum estimation when both directional noises and diffuse noise are present, we propose a spatial information controlled soft-decision noise spectrum estimator (SCSD). Both timefrequency and spatial domain information is used for noise estimation in the proposed method. Two hypotheses are defined as: (a) H 1 (k, l): target speech is present and from the geometrical receiving zone, which is defined in (14); (b) H 0 (k, l): interfering speech is absent or is present but outside the geometrical receiving zone; We use the smoothed power spectra of background noise as the estimation for {λ n }. Letλ n (l) be the estimate for λ n at frame l. Then
where 0 < α < 1 is the smoothing parameters, |N| 2 is the noise power of X. Based on the single channel soft-decision based noise estimate in [27] and the assumption of the statistical independence of N, X, ΔΨ and Γ, we have
where
From the above equations we can find that one of the important parts of noise estimation is P[H 1 |X,ΔΨ, Γ], which is a dual channel target presence probability estimator defined in (11) . We will explain the details in the next section. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 shows the results for the proposed SCSD noise estimation method compared with MCRA algorithm [29] and the blocking matrix output compensation method (PDSAE) proposed in [21] in the real room under non-stationary noises. We can see that the proposed SCSD noise estimation method traces the noise spectrum better than the other two algorithms.
For MCRA algorithm, the noise tracking delay is manifest, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Besides, it can't track interfering speech components, because it is not able to differentiate such components from the target speech components. PDSAE algorithm can trace the noise spectrum quickly because it uses the spatial filtering characteristic of blocking matrix, but it is prone to overestimate noise in realistic environment, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . It is due to the fact that speech leakage problem of blocking matrix in realistic environment is inevitable and the phase differencebased detector is sensitive to the diffuse noise components in realistic environment.
Dual-Channel Target Presence Probability Estimation
With Bayes rules and the assumption of the statistical independence of X, ΔΨ and Γ, the target presence probability can be derived by
The likelihood ratio Λ can be expressed with the a priori and a posteriori SNRs as [27] :
To derive the a priori target presence probability P(H 1 |ΔΨ, Γ) based on spatial information. We use both phase difference and MSC. We define a geometrical receiv-ing zone using phase difference to discriminate target speech and interferences. Phase difference shows good target detection performance in the coherent noise field, but deteriorates in the diffuse noise field. On the contrary, MSC shows good target detection performance in diffuse noise field, but deteriorates in the coherent noise field. When both directional noises and diffuse noises are present, the contributions of these two kinds of spatial information are complementary and synergistic. If the phase difference ΔΨ(k, l) of the two microphones is located within a specified range, the a priori target presence probability based on phase difference p PD (k, l) is set to 1, otherwise, to a small value [21] . This specified range can be determined as a geometrical receiving zone using the phase difference threshold ζ(k).
f s , d, c, N, θ are the sampling frequency, the intermicrophone distance, the velocity of sound wave propagation, the FFT size and direction of arrival. In our experiments, we assume that the target is in the frontal direction.
If the target speech is not from the frontal direction, we need to modify the phase difference threshold of geometrical receiving zone.
Time Frequency Smoothing
In many cases, there are high correlations among adjacent frequencies, thus performing channel weighting is helpful for the smoothing purpose [20] . Instead of using the decision from that particular time-frequency bin, if we use a weighted average from adjacent channels, better performance can be expected. We obtain the gammatone channel weighting coefficients w(i, l) according to the following equation:
The smoothed p PD (k, l) is:
where i is index of the gammatone channel and the total number is I = 40, each of these channels is associated with H i , the frequency response of one of a set of gammatone filters with center frequencies distributed according to the equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale.
Magnitude Squared Coherence Constraint
In the last section, phase difference spectrum tends to be noisy on the frequency-phase difference plane due to the influence of diffuse noise components [23] , [24] , which affects the performance of the phase difference-based detector. This problem can be alleviated by the magnitude squared coherence based constraint. The MSC of two microphones exhibits a higher peak value if there are speech signals and lower value of spatially uncorrelated (or slightly correlated) noises in each frequency bin [9] . When the target speech is present, bothp PD (k, l) and MSC show higher values. If the phase difference of the signal is detected as from the receiving zone, and the MSC is also high at the same time, we can make a decision that the signal is the target speech. Given MSC defined in (3) . Let β, (0 < β < 1) be a smoothing parameter. Smoothing of auto-spectral densities and cross-spectral density of two channels over time direction is performed by a first-order recursive averaging
Let b denotes a normalized window function of length 2ω + 1, i.e., ω m=−ω b(m) = 1. The frequency smoothing of the MSC in each frame is defined bŷ
The a priori target speech presence probability based on MSC is obtained as follows [32] :
In the low frequency region, when the MSC computed in this region fail to detect the speech signal since both speech and noise are strongly correlated, we use the averaged MSC in the high frequency region instead to derive the estimator [32] . The final a priori target presence probability is obtained according to:
Evaluations and Discussions
Experimental Configurations
To evaluate the performance of the studied algorithms, we carried out the experiments in both simulated conditions and an office room environments with the same configuration shown in Fig. 4 . The experiment was conducted in an office room of 4.1m × 4m × 3m with a reverberation time (RT 60 ) of 300 ms in the Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Both directional non-stationary noises and diffuse noises are present in the room. To characterize the noise field, a widely used measure is the magnitude squared coherence (MSC), which is defined in (3) . Background non-localized noise is modeled as diffuse noise characterized by the following MSC function:
where Ω denotes a normalized frequency variable. Figure 5 illustrates the measured MSCs in the office room environments and the theoretical MSC of a diffuse noise field. The measured MSCs follows the trend of the theoretical MSC of a diffuse noise field with some relative variances. The microphone array used in this work is composed of 2 omni-directional MEMS(MicroElectrical-Mechanical System) microphones in broadside orientation. The intermicrophone distance is 5 cm and the system is implemented under a sampling rate of 8 kHz. The predefined geometrical receiving zone is ±20 • using phase difference information. Five male and Five female data, which are randomly selected from TIMIT database are used as clean speech signals. There are two kinds of experimental configurations: (a) Besides the background diffuse noises, a wideband Gaussian noise and a background music noise are located at 60 • and 90 • of the array respectively. Table 1 Parametric values used in the implementation of the proposed spatial information-based spectral amplitude estimation algorithm. α = 0.90, = 0.01, θ = 20 • , N = 256, I = 40, ω = 5, β = 0.6, Γ min = 0.5, Γ max = 0.8 (b) Besides the background diffuse noises, a background music noise and a competing speaker are located at 60 • and 90 • of the array respectively. All the sound sources are 1 m away from the microphone array.
In the simulated environments, the impulse responses between sound sources and microphones were simulated using the image method [33] with the reverberation time of 300 ms to simulate the room environment. The observed target and interfering signals on each microphone were generated by convoluting the target and interfering signals with the simulated impulse responses. In the real acoustic environment experiments, there are both background diffuse noises and directional interferences in the room environment. The two-channel noise signals are recorded in an office room by the microphone array and the two-channel clean target speech are generated by computer simulation in a virtual room, so that clean speech signal can be obtained for objective evaluations. We synthesize the two parts with different global SNR levels (−5∼10 dB). For comparison, the dual-channel noisy speeches are processed with four methods listed below: (1) Dual channel generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) [30] ;
(2) Phase error based filtering (PEF) with γ = 5 in [19] ;
(3) Phase difference based spectral amplitude estimation (PDSAE) [21] ; (4) Proposed Algorithm with parametric values shown in Table 1.
Speech Enhancement Experiments
The results of the above methods are evaluated by three measures as follows:
1. Noise reduction (NR) [15] . This is designed to test the system's noise canceling ability during non-speech segments.
in which X denotes the signal received by one of the microphones, and S is the signal estimates. L is the set of frames containing only noise, and |L | is its cardinality. 2. Log-spectral distance (LSD) [15] , which can be ex- where AS (k, l) = max(|S (k, l)| 2 , δ) is the spectral power. δ = 10 −50/10 · max(|S (k, l)| 2 ), so the dynamic range of AS (k, l) is confined. And N is the order of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 3. Subjective study of speech waveforms and spectrograms [4] .
As for the simulated experiments, the averaged results of NR and LSD are shown in Fig. 6 , We can see that the proposed two-microphone noise reduction algorithm achieves significant noise and interference suppression compared with the traditional GSC, PEF and PDSAE. Concerning the results of LSD, among the tested noise reduction algorithms, our proposed algorithm leads to the lowest LSDs especially in the low SNR conditions. This further indicates that the proposed algorithm produces the lowest speech distortion compared with the traditional algorithms.
The experimental results in the real room acoustic con-ditions are shown in Fig. 7 . Compared with the other three algorithms, our proposed algorithm shows the considerable improvement in terms of noise reduction and LSD in various SNR conditions. However, GSC and PEF algorithms give some improvements over original noisy speech but not satisfactory. Because, the performance of dual channel GSC deteriorates in multiple-noise-sources environment and suffers from the problem of signal cancellation in realistic environment, and PEF is sensitive to the diffuse noise components of room environment. PDSAE algorithm gives impressive unwanted directional noise reduction performance, but it suffers from some speech distortion. Compared with the PDSAE algorithm, our proposed method shows better signal preservation, which can be explained as follows: our target presence probability algorithm is more robust in adverse noise environment than the phase difference based method in PDSAE, and our dual channel noise estimation does not suffer from the problem of speech leakage of fixed blocking matrix used in PDSAE [21] . To further demonstrate this point, speech waveforms and spectrograms obtained with the conventional methods and proposed method are examined. As shown in Fig. 8 , it is clear from comparing spectrograms that the amount of noise suppression with the proposed spatial information-based spectral amplitude estimation method is considerably more than that of the other noise reduction methods. Furthermore, it is also concluded that our proposed method shows better signal preservation while further reducing the residual noises than PDSAE algorithm, which can be seen in Fig. 8 .
Speech Recognition Experiments
To further demonstrate the performance, we also evaluate our algorithm as a front-end processing of a distant-talking speech recognition system in the same room environment. The dual channel microphone array is placed on a table. About 300 Chinese phrases are uttered by four males and four females sitting at a sofa about 1 meters away from the array. Besides the background diffuse noises in the room, there are some interfering voices during the recording. The recorded signals are processed by the algorithm mentioned above. The processed signals are parameterized into the first 12 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) together with their first-order derivatives, and are recognized by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based ASR system [34] . The acoustic models of the system are gender-independent cross-word triphones trained on a clean mandarin data set of about 600 hours, with no adaptation performed for the noise conditions or for the effect of the distant microphone. The recognition performance is shown in Table 2 . We can see that GSC, PEF, PDSAE and the proposed noise reduction method all improve the performance of distanttalking ASR system and show relative increase by 11.5%, 30.8%, 41.2% and 53.8% respectively than the original noisy signal. It is obvious that our proposed method improves the performance of distant-talking ASR significantly than noisy signal and shows a relative increase of 8.9% than PDSAE algorithm. Although this is a small scale recognition experiment, the obtained recognition results suggest better signal preservation of the proposed method compared with the other three noise reduction methods in real room environment.
Discussions
From the experimental results presented in last section, the superiorities of the proposed noise reduction method to the other traditional methods are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The proposed method outperforms the two-channel GSC beamformer. The traditional two-channel GSC beamformer suffers from the low noise reduction performance in dealing with the non-stationary noises because the convergence problem of using adaptive filter in adverse environment. Besides, the two-channel GSC beamformer suffers from the problem of signal cancellation in the realistic environment. Furthermore, the performance of the twochannel GSC beamformer significantly decreases when the number of noise sources is larger than that of the microphones. In contrast, the proposed method is able to reduce the highly non-stationary multiple-noise-sources by estimating the spectrum of the interfering noises and then suppressed them by the proposed spatial information controlled short-time spectral amplitude estimation method. The use of spatial information and the spectral enhancement scheme instead of the adaptive signal processing technique provides the proposed noise reduction method the ability in dealing with the highly non-stationary multiple-noise-sources which includes the interfering speech.
The proposed method outperforms the PEF algorithm. The traditional PEF algorithm tried to investigate the relationship between phase error and signal to noise ratio (SNR), and then used it as a reward-punish criteria for noise removal. Phase errors calculated from each T-F block are compressed to take values in [0, 1] and used for scaling factors in order to maintain spectral structure of speech source of interest and to suppress interfering noises coming from different directions. However, phase error is sensitive to the diffuse noise components in real environment, which will introduce some speech distortion. The magnitude squared coherence constraint method proposed in this paper can use the complementary advantages of phase difference and magnitude squared coherence and alleviates speech distortion. Besides, the noise reduction performance of PEF in low frequency is not very good which can be seen in Fig. 8 . Our spatial information-based spectral amplitude estimation method is not frequency selective and show better performance in low frequency bands than PEF algorithm.
The proposed method outperforms the PDSAE algorithm. In practical implementations, steering vector error, reverberation characteristics of the room, the position and frequency response of the microphones may not be as precise as expected, leading to imperfect cancellation of the desired speech in the reference channel. Thus blocking matrix output compensation based noise estimation method in the PDSAE algorithm is prone to overestimate noise and bring speech distortion in adverse noise environments, which can be seen in Fig. 8 . Besides, the compensation method in PDSAE is based on phase difference which is sensitive to diffuse noise components in adverse noise environment. When both directional noises and diffuse noises are present, the contributions of phase difference and magnitude squared coherence are complementary and synergistic. Our proposed spatial information-based spectral amplitude estimation using both phase difference and magnitude squared coherence is more robust in real environment.
As a result, the proposed speech enhancement method achieves the best performance of suppressing the noise signals as much as possible while keeping speech distortion less among the studied speech enhancement algorithms under all experimental conditions.
Conclusions
This paper presented a two-microphone noise reduction method when highly non-stationary directional interfering noises and diffuse noises coexist in realistic environment. A spatial-information-controlled soft-decision noise spectrum estimator and a target presence probability estimator were proposed in this paper. Statistical MMSE-LSA algorithm was reformulated, in which spatial information including both phase difference and magnitude squared coherence between channels was incorporated so that they can share complementary advantages. The performance of the proposed algorithm was verified in real room acoustic environments and showed better evaluation results than other competitive two channel speech enhancement algorithms. The small physical size and practical effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is suitable for mobile devices, hearing aids, or other compact distant-talking speech recognition applications used in adverse noise environments.
